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This is a summary of the author’s Ph.D. thesis supervised by Aristide Mingozzi and
Paolo Toth and defended on April 2nd, 2012 at the Department of Electronics, Com-
puter Science and Systems (DEIS)—University of Bologna. The thesis is written in
English and is available upon request (roberto.roberti6@unibo.it).

The thesis deals with exact algorithms for five combinatorial optimization problems
arising in the field of logistics and transportation: the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman
Problem (ATSP), the Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (TSPTW), the
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW), the Multi-Trip Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem (MTVRP), and the Two-Echelon Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem
(2E-CVRP).

Given a set of cities and the distance between each pair of cities, where the
distance from city a to city b may differ from the distance from b to a, the ATSP is the
problem of finding a shortest tour that visits each city exactly once. The ATSP gener-
alizes the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) where distances between
cities are symmetric. The thesis surveys the mathematical models and derives classical
relaxations proposed for solving the problem. The most effective branch-and-bound
and branch-and-cut exact algorithms from the literature are described. A review of
the polynomial formulations and a theoretical comparison of their linear relaxations
are provided. The 3-node and 2-node transformations of ATSP instances into TSP
instances are also described. Finally, the considered exact algorithms are experimen-
tally compared on a set of benchmark instances.

The ATSP is generalized by the TSPTW, where each city must be visited within
a given time window. The thesis describes a new exact algorithm for the TSPTW,
based on new tour relaxations, called ng and ngL , to compute valid lower bounds
as the costs of least-cost convex combinations of ng or ngL tours. An optimal inte-
ger solution is then found by iteratively running a dynamic programming algorithm
that limits the number of states to generate by using bounding functions based on the
different tour relaxations proposed and on the lower bounds and the corresponding dual
solutions previously achieved. A computational analysis on all benchmark instances
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from the literature (with up to 233 cities) shows that the proposed algorithm solves
all but one instance within short computing times and outperforms the state-of-the-art
exact methods.

The VRPTW generalizes the TSPTW and can be described as follows. A set of
customers, each with a known demand for some commodity, must be supplied, within
given time windows, from a depot by a fleet of identical capacitated vehicles. The
problem is to design a set of minimum-cost vehicle routes such that each customer is
served within its time window by a vehicle and the vehicle capacity is not violated in
any of the routes. The thesis describes a new exact method for the problem. The core
of the method is the dual-ascent heuristics, based on column generation, developed to
find near-optimal dual solutions of the linear relaxation of the associated set partition-
ing model. An optimal integer solution is found by solving, with a general purpose
integer programming solver, a restricted master problem. The thesis also shows that
the proposed algorithm can be properly tailored to solve the special case without
time window constraints (i.e., to solve the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem). The
proposed method solves four of the five open Solomon VRPTW instances and signif-
icantly improves the average running times of the state-of-the-art algorithms for both
the VRPTW and the CVRP.

The CVRP is also a special case of the MTVRP, where each vehicle is allowed to
perform a set of routes, called a schedule, of total duration not exceeding a maximum
driving time. The thesis presents an exact method for solving the MTVRP based on
two different set-partitioning-like formulations of the problem. Four column-and-cut
generation bounding procedures to solve the linear relaxations of the two formula-
tions enforced with valid inequalities are described. Furthermore, a simple though
effective method to improve the lower bounds achieved by the different bounding
procedures based on the use of multiple feasible dual solutions is presented. The
proposed exact method executes, in sequence, the four bounding procedures and then
finds an optimal integer solution by solving, with a general purpose integer program-
ming solver, a final restricted master problem. The computational results show that
the proposed method can solve, to optimality, benchmark instances involving up to
120 customers.

The 2E-CVRP models two-level distribution systems in which freight arrives at a
central depot, is transported to intermediate facilities, called satellites, and is finally
deliveredtocustomersfromthesatellites.Therefore,twodistributionlevelsareinvolved.
Thedistributionsystemtakesintoaccountroutingcosts,handlingcostsfortheoperations
ofunloadingandloadingfreightatsatellites,andfixedcostsforusingsatellites.Limitson
the maximum number of first and second level vehicles to use, on the maximum number
of vehicles to route at each satellite, and on the maximum quantity of freight to handle
at each satellite are imposed. The objective is to minimize the total cost of the system.
The thesis introduces a new mathematical formulation that is used to derive both integer
and continuous relaxations. A bounding procedure based on dynamic programming and
an exact algorithm that decomposes the 2E-CVRP into a set of CVRPs with multiple
depots and side constraints is described. Computational results show that 144 out of 153
instances from the literature were solved, 97 of which for the first time. The comparisons
with the state-of-the-art exact methods show that the proposed exact method compares
favorably with the other exact methods from the literature.
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